Abstract

In this paper, we present a swarm intelligence based technique for mining rules over a medical database. Rules are a suitable method for representing real world medical knowledge because of their simplicity, uniformity, transparency, and ease of inference. Swarm Intelligence (SI) has been applied to the rule mining process as its dynamic nature provides flexibility and robustness to process of rule mining. Traditional methods of rule mining generate a large number of rules with too many terms, making the system unusable over medical data. In this paper, the attempt is to use SI as a novel method for discovering interesting rules in the medical domain. The performance of three different swarm based techniques has been compared by observing the output rules of rule sets used to classify data.

Section 1 introduces the concept of swarm intelligence and rule mining and how these can be combined. Issues that arise in mining medical data are also briefly listed. Section 2 describes conventional rule mining techniques and states the motivation behind using
swarm intelligence for rule mining and classification. Section 3 describes the various SI based algorithms that have been implemented in our study. Section 4 describes the details of the experiment. Section 5 presents the results of the practical experiment followed by conclusions and future scope in section 6.
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